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Letters to be addressed
“Government Surveyor,
Territory of Hawaii,
Honolulu, T. H.”
P. O. Box 740.

Territory of Hawaii.

Honolulu, T. H., March 4th, 1903.

Lualualei Homestead Lots, Waianae, Oahu.

Lot 2.

Beginning at a ½ on a stone on the mauka line of Government Road, the coordinates of which are 5390.8 feet North and 8272.7 feet East of Trig. Station Pahehehe, as shown on Government Survey Registered Map No. 2155, and running by true bearings:

1. N 81° 42' E 7420 feet along Lot 1 to ½ on a stone on the West slope of Ka Ilio;

2. S 84° 10' E 1102 feet along Lot 1 to ½ on solid rock and ahu;

3. S 81° 2' E 654 feet to ½ on a stone at base of small cliff;

4. S 41° 29' E 2545 feet along Forest Reservation to ½ on stone in Mikilua;

5. S 81° 19' W 1036D feet along Lot 3 to Government Road;

6. N 11° 25' W 2667 feet along mauka line of Government Road to initial point.

Containing an area of 572 Acres.

Fred F. Harvey
Assistant Government Surveyor.